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1. RESUMEN

Se investigaron las causas más frecuentes, sus efectos y las evoluciones de traumas dentales

que conllevan a la pérdida de dientes. Accidentes de coche, asaltos y caídas fueron

registradas como las más comunes causas de infortunios, por eso las revisiones rutinarias

serían necesarias para establecer el mejor plan de tratamiento. La siguiente investigación se

enfocó en casos en los cuales las cirugías con posicionamientos de implantes con o sin otros

antecedentes de intervenciones fueron necesarios; con el objetivo común de obtener el

mejor resultado funcional y estético para el paciente. Edad, enfermedades sistémicas y

medicaciones fueron evaluadas para verificar si estos tipos de tratamientos serían

aconsejados y si podrían garantizar una tasa de éxito a largo plazo. Los diferentes materiales

para implantes e injertos fueron evaluados y comparados. Los artículos que fueron

analizados pertenecen a bases electrónicas de datos como Medline, Pubmed, Cochrane a

través de la búsqueda de palabras como trauma, implantes, traumas maxilofaciales,

osteointegración, edad, evaluacion radiologica, implantes dentales, colisiones faciales y

otras. Las publicaciones anteriores a los años 2000 que no fueron relevantes no se

incluyeron. Se puso el foco en estudios hechos en humanos y publicaciones en inglés. Los

accidentes traumáticos dentales necesitan aún de un protocolo de diagnóstico general para

obtener datos globales para una evaluación más precisa. Generalmente, los tratamientos

que incluyen implantes demostraron una buena tasa de éxito cuando todos los parámetros.

están cumplidos. Serán necesarios más estudios para determinar los mejores materiales y las

técnicas más adecuadas para posicionar injertos, protocolos oficiales de cirugías, edad

mínima e interacciones con los medicamentos en casos de fracasos de implantes y de una

incompleta  osteointegración.



2. ABSTRACT

The most frequent causes, effects and evolution of traumatic dental injury (TDI) which

include or lead to teeth loss had been investigated. Car accidents, assaults, falls and sports

could enhance the chances of crashes and the follow up checkups are often required to

establish the best treatment plan. This research focused on cases where surgical implant

placement with or without previous intervention had been required to restore and optimize

a patient's aesthetic and function. Age, systemic diseases and medication had been

investigated to see when these types of treatments are not suggested or did not guarantee a

long term and predictable success. Implants and graft’s materials had been discussed. The

analysis of articles found in electronic databases as Medline, PubMed, Cochrane selected by

key words such as  trauma, implants, skeleton-facial trauma, traumatism types,

osseointegration, age, radiological assessment, dental implant, oro-facial collision, and

others leaded to the review.  Gray literature, studies and articles published before 2000

which were not relevant for the research were excluded, and mainly human focused studies

and English published research had been proposed. TDIs global frequency still needs an

official protocol to obtain precise studies, data collection and evaluations. Implant

placement had been broadly approved as a treatment option when all the requirements

were previously evaluated. Further studies are necessary to determine the best and more

suitable graft materials, universal surgeries protocols, minimum age and drug relation in

cases of unsuccessful osseointegration or implant placement failure.



3. INTRODUCTION

3.1 TRAUMA FREQUENCY

The frequency of traumatic episodes world wide is incredibly high.

First steps, first falls, more or less abrupt collisions with siblings, objects, growing up,

exposure to sportive activities or traffic increase the chances of suffering injuries.

Moreover, collisions might lead to oral-facial traumas, which higher incidence in permanent

dentition results in boys related to their increased indulgence with sports and adventures. (1)

The causes can be really different, therefore traffic accidents in some countries are so far the

leading cause of facial injuries, resulting in complex facial fractures followed by high-speed

impacts, including bodily injuries, especially orthopedics ones. (2)

Besides, violence is considered a source of accidents and it results to be recurrent among

people of lower socioeconomic status. (3) In developed countries the assaults and falls have

been registered as the leading cause of facial trauma. (2) In some studies work accidents

resulted in a high number of damaged teeth. (2)

Figure 1 – 1. Primary and permanent teeth fractures:

(a) enamel infraction, (b) enamel fractures, (c)

enamel-dentin fracture, (d) complicated crown

fracture, (e) complicated crown-root fracture.

2. Avulsion of upper central incisors. (1)
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Subjects more prone or exposed to any kind of trauma due to systemic diseases which do not

permit them to take enough precautions or to protect themselves as fast and effectively as

possible, or people that are more vulnerable to violence have higher chances to suffer

different types of traumas.

Furthermore, due to the contemporary demographic changes and the increasing aging of the

population, the fall rate is continuously increasing, and so the falls’ consequences.

The risk factors linked to those episodes are many, such as intrinsic ones like muscle

weakness, lower strength and unstable balance, further and additional impairments, chronic

illness, aging, drugs; or extrinsic ones such as polimedication, low income, environmental

hazards and the lack of safety equipment. (3)

Patients with special needs did not result in a higher possibility of suffering traumatic dental

injury (TDI); on the other hand, people with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorders (ADHD)

and cerebral palsy resulted to be more exposed to risks. (4)

Back in the days and nowadays in some parts of the world, warfare facial injuries and

traumas need a personalized treatment plan, physical and functional impairments are a

challenge. (5)

The majority of the studies report a large amount of cases related to the accidents that

include the face, often affecting the maxillary anterior teeth and those are frequently linked

to substantial alveolar bone loss.
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Dental traumas, especially the ones altering the anterior sectors can be truly challenging to

treat aesthetically and functionally.

The mandible’s more affected sites by fractures are the condylar neck, the body of the angle

and the symphysis. Those fractures are related to the intensity and direction of the force

location, point, time of the injury, biomechanical properties of the mandible and the

surrounding tissues. (6)

Traumas secondary to previous ones can be undoubtedly hard to manage.

3.2 TREATMENT PLAN

Dentists and specialists should collaborate by multidisciplinary team works to get the best

diagnosis, treatment plan and prognosis.

Numerous factors have to be taken into account, such as the degree of tissue loss, patient

compliance with maintenance, existing dental conditions, aesthetic possible outcomes and

patient preferences. (7) Furthermore, the cost of the entire treatment, duration, complexity

and possible risks should be all considered and agreed before starting the treatment.

Succeeding a trauma with bone and soft tissue loss or resorption, it can be challenging to

provide and guarantee a successful and long term therapy plan.

In any case the objectives should aim to restore the functions of chewing, phonation and the

correct eating and swallowing of the patient.

Additionally, aesthetic and comfort should be taken into account.
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In recent times, implant placement has a tremendous popularity as a treatment option to

rehabilitate structures and missing teeth. (8) The spaces to fill up might require a full mouth

rehabilitation in cases of edentulous patients, or partial or single implant placement.

A dental implant is an alloplastic bioinert material that is introduced into a natural or

artificial socket to restore functions.

Figure 2- 1. Screw threaded implant in trabecular bone (9); 2. Full mouth rehabilitation; 3. Partial rehabilitation. (10)

The age, an accurate medical history and clinical examination of the patient should always be

performed  before the beginning of the treatment.

The adverse effects of placing dental implants in healthy growing children has not been

proved due to the insufficient evidence, but is neither considered the first treatment option.

(8)

3.3 IMPLANTS CONTRAINDICATIONS

Implant placement is contraindicated in cases of patients presenting psychotic conditions,

addictions, heavy drinkers and or smokers, patients on chronic treatments with intravenous

bisphosphonates and irradiation therapy.
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Interactions and an accurate evaluation should be assessed for patients with hypertension,

diabetes, on anticoagulant therapy, children, local or systemic infection, chronic or neoplastic

illnesses or severe bone atrophy.

Additionally, the oral hygiene and the tobacco consumption can have a remarkable influence

on the treatment success and follow up. Patients should be informed previously.

3.4 IMPLANT PLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS

A prior precise actualized periodontal assessment is required focusing on the teeth, bone

loss, mobility and periodontal pocket depth. In addition, plaque and bleeding index should

be recorded and a detailed occlusal and prosthodontic examination and a pre-operative

radiological report should be performed. (11)

The soft tissues health, tone, state, the amount of keratinized tissue, occlusal anomalies,

bone dimension and amount, implant’s type should all be included in the evaluation

preceding the beginning of the treatment.

The diagnostic radiological examination will follow the protocols and principles of the

radiation protection, taking into account the efficacy, lowest radiation exposure and costs for

the patient. (12)

An orthopantomography and peri apical x-rays will be helpful, as well as a computed

tomography (CT) scan is required to evaluate the quantity, quality, width and height of bone

that the patient presents as shown in the picture below. Those are crucial factors for the

planning.
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Figure 3- CT imaging used to evaluate bone

density, quality, contour and volume. (10)

A traumatic episode affects the bone quality, dimension and the surrounding structures,

which will influence the surgeries that will follow as the implant type, size, shape, number

and placement as the drills and steps.

Misch in 1988 described the different bone densities: type 1 as the hardest one with dense

cortical, type 2 characterised by a thick dense cortical crest and coarse trabecular, type 3

with a mayor porosity compared to the previous, with a thin cortical on crest and larger fine

trabecular, type 4 which is the softest of the classification with a fine trabecular and nearly

no cortical. The first type is prevalent in the mandibular symphysis and nasal spine, the

second is mainly present in the lower anterior region, the third one is present in the

posterior lower maxilla and anterior upper one, while the fourth is found in the posterior

upper jaw.

Habitually the surgeon determines the bone quality subjectively, by the initial drill of the

sequence . (13)
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During the surgery, all the anatomical structures such as muscles, nerves, blood vessels

should be respected. In cases of interferences, different treatments should be considered

such as the sinus lift, a guided bone regeneration, alveolar preservation, implementation of

block grafts, partial or complete removable prosthesis.

Titanium-based alloy implants are chosen, due to their suitable biochemical properties.

Titanium does not dilate neither melt, it has an homogeneous oxidized layer, it is neutral and

electrically inert, it is not toxic, neither cariogenic and only few cases of allergies have been

reported. As shown in the picture below, titanium based alloys materials are often implied in

surgeries. The implant itself, meshes and other structures are titanium based thanks to the

great qualities that this material has proved to offer over the years of studies.

Figure 4- Titanium implant supported by autogenous bone and

micro titanium mesh. (14)

Endosteal implant’s macro and micro design can

vary and the choice will be assessed depending

on the case. Conical, straight or parallel walls’

shaped rather than cylindrical implants can be

chosen, with mechanisms of internal or external connection.

Those implants can then support a single crown, a bridge, or longer span dentures.
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The surfaces of each can vary, as the treatment that they might require prior the surgery

such as smooth, machined, acid etched or coated. Each brand personalizes their systems,

trying to get to the most successful designs.

3.5  IMPLANT PLACEMENT PROTOCOLS

Implant placement can follow different protocols, depending on the previously mentioned

factors. In the classical method which is defined as delayed load, the implant will be placed

and bone maturation will be assess after three to six month time; for the early load

technique soft and hard tissues will be ready to be loaded within two to four months; and for

immediate load performed in optimal situations, the loading will take place within forty-eight

hours. This last option is not usually taken in consideration when the surrounding structures

are not ready, as in cases of traumatic episodes.

Depending on the implant’s stability, one or two steps surgery will be provided. If we assess a

good stability of the implant, a healing abutment can be placed already instead of the

healing cap. On the contrary, if the firmness and or the primary stability of the implant is not

established a healing screw on the implant will be placed firstly. When a correct healing and

a great osseointegration will take place, the procedure can then go on.

3.6 OSSEOINTEGRATION

The process defined as the establishment of a direct contact between bone and implant

without an interposition of soft tissues is defined as osseointegration. (13)
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Figure 5- In the (A) scheme the initiation of distance osteogenesis can be observed and in (B) the contact one. Those insets

will report differences in the bone formations. Where distance is present, the active osteoblasts are trapped between the

bone they are producing and the implant, leading to their death. In the contact graph, the novo bone is formed on the

implant surface.(9)

This concept is crucially relevant in an implant placement success and it was discovered by

Branemark in the 1950. He revealed the titanium incorporation within the bone, performing

an experiment by placing titanium chambers in the rabbit's bone. Later Zarb and Albrektsson

et al defined osseointegration as a process through a rigid fixation of alloplastic material

achieved without presenting symptomatology, and it is maintained in the bone and it can

ensure functional loading. The accomplishment of this process will guarantee primary

stability which refers to the initial mechanical stability of the implant at the time that is

placed, thanks to the friction of bone-surface. Multiple factors can interfere with the process,

mainly the design of the implant, the surgical approach and the bone quality. When the

micromotion is superior to 50-100 μm, osseointegration can fail and fibrous tissue formation

can replace the planned bone. Iatrogenic traumas on the surrounding structures and bone

during the surgical procedure should be avoided.

The secondary stability is based on bone regeneration and remodeling between the implant

and the surfaces around it. The processes that will take place in the endosseous structures

around the implant is defined as osteoconduction where differentiating osteogenic cells will

move toward the implant, and the presence of the blood clot fibrin will be crucial.

Subsequently, de novo bone will be created, followed by the remodulation of it. To achieve
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the wonder secondary stability, lamellar bone developing from the woven one will guarantee

a stronger bone to implant interface.

Ongoing studies are still verifying the elasticity modulus of implants in bone as the

mechanical compatibility and biocompatibility of different materials. (13)

The histopathology of any alloplastic biomaterial in bone can lead to a healing process

occurring through bone apposition, as shown in the figure 6, rather than by the

encapsulation of connective tissues. The goal of the osseointegration is the mechanical

stability of the implant during the healing phase.

A relevant attachment apparatus that tightly bound enamel or cementum of the tooth as a

great mechanical barrier is the junctional epithelium (JE). The JE modifies during the tooth

loss and implant placement processes, depending on the host’s inflammatory response. The

reaction needs to be different compared to the one happening in response to a pathogenic

microorganism where a pathologic inflammatory process rich in exudation of inflammatory

mediators will destroy the structures such as fibers and bone, leading to an increase of

osteoclastic activity. On the contrary, after the positioning of an implant, the epithelial

attachment turns into scar tissue, free of vascular structures. This scar tissue that lacks

vascular structures will not be able to create effective defense response in case of infections.

Figure 6 -Electron scan of a mini implant presenting bone apposition on the surface

of a rat femur. (9)
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3.7 POST IMPLANT PLACEMENT PHYSIOLOGY

The physiological stages posterior to the implant location consist in slight hemorrhaging,

where forming a blood clot is crucial for the healing of the surrounding bone and implant

surface relation. Nutrients will then be provided by an ingrowth of capillaries, promoting the

proliferation of preosteoblast which are essential in bone growth. In this phase, the body

recognizes the implant as a foreigner, starting to react immunologically. But as the bone will

be forming around the implant surface, the immunological cells will start to decrease. In the

meanwhile, an acute inflammation and wound healing will also occur. Physiologically new

woven bone will be created in two weeks, and it can be remodeled into lamellar bone within

two months. This is a delicate and crucial period of time to guarantee the success and

implant stability. The implant’s segments not covered by bone, will be wrapped by adipose

tissue.

Going back to the placement and bed preparation for placement of the implant, many

vessels are ruptured, releasing blood in situ, as fibrin will accumulate too. In the following

first two week time the hematoma will regenerate, forming new blood vessels and tissues,

followed by bone. In this phase, the creation of superfluous connective tissue can

compromise the success of the surgery and treatment. After a month and a half , callus bone

is remodeled as the Haversian system, leading to the creation of a more lamellar one.

Generally, the remodeling process will last two years. The resorption process that starts
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within the extraction appointment will reach the highest activity in the first twelve week

time, slowing down in the following twenty-four weeks afterwards.

The process happens in each person and  in each site of the body differently.

The resorption rate of the mandible is three to four times higher compared to the maxilla.

Those processes will be accelerated in case of systemic diseases and or aging processes

which will induce a physiologic reduction in the bone densities, osteoblasts and other

hormonal-regulated body mechanisms.  (13)

3.8 GRAFTS

In some patients bone grafting is required and it can lead to tissue regeneration and new

bone formation. (13)

From the placement of a graft, the integration process goes on over the time, including other

physiological activities such as resorption, replacement and remodeling. The first phase is

focused on the freshly implanted osteoblasts that will proliferate to form an osteoid matrix,

where the quantity of cells will influence the amount of new matrix. The blood supply of the

graft will be crucial as it will nourish and it helps the working osteoblasts forming osteoid. In

the window time after the insertion, osteoid matrix will be generated by the fibroblasts

helped by other cells transforming into osteoblasts. (13)

Figure 7- Autogenous bone

grafting from the donor site, the

symphysis in the picture on the

left is shown. On the right, the
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graft wedging in the recipient site is shown. (15)

So when all the requirements are assessed, the procedure and the treatment will be planned

meticulously, taking into account the need of one or more surgeries and the use of grafts or

other pre implantation steps.

The surgery that can follow might include an incision and a mucoperiosteal flap or a flapless

surgery, followed by the marking the implant’s side, length, diameter and placement, as the

example shown in the figure 7. Speed, refrigeration, and drills sequence to follow are

determined by each brand’s protocol that should be punctiliously followed. Depending on

the surgery, sutures and healing abutment placement rather than immediate load or other

steps will follow.

4. OBJECTIVES

The first objective of this bibliographic review is to determine the most frequent causes of

oro-facial traumas, the evolution and surgical treatment possibilities to restore aesthetic and

function by dental implants for the long run.

The secondary objectives aim to determine the cases where dental implants should be

included in the treatment plan having a high predictability of a long term success, including

age-success/failure relation in younger and older patients.

Tertiary objectives focus on suitable types of graft types and implants materials.
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5. METHODOLOGY

Searches were performed in electronic databases such as Medline, PubMed, Cochrane and

the Biblioteca Crai using the following keywords: trauma, implants, skeleton-facial trauma,

traumatism types, osseointegration, age, radiological assessment, dental implant, oro-facial

collision, and others.

The terms listed and the one related to those brought to the research of the articles cited in

the paper.

Moreover, a hand search of the reference lists of the electronic search helped to implement

more studies and information. Furthermore, oral pathology and surgery books have been

consulted. Firstly reading the articles’ titles, abstracts and full articles helped then to select

the most relevant, centered and topic related.

5.1 Eligibility criteria

The research focuses firstly on the publications of the last twenty years, and a further

selection has followed, taking into account the one presented in the last ten years.

Articles which have been published in the late nineteenth century by authors and

researchers which are relevant in the field of osseointegration and basic implantology have

been included.

Generally gray literature and the studies and articles published before 2000 which were not

relevant for the research were excluded.
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Case reports, cohort retrospective studies, systematic computer assisted database and

literature reviews have been included.

As much as articles and researches taking into account large age spectrums were included.

Only English written articles have been included and mainly human focused ones.

Furthermore studies that were taking into account systemic diseases related to the traumas

and to the post trauma period were comprehended.

6. RESULTS

An exact statistical relevance cannot be assessed so far in relation to the implants following a

traumatic episode based on this bibliographic review since traumatic dental injury (TDI)

global frequency have not been reported accurately. TDI diagnosis does not have a

standardization protocol. The lack complicates the precise reports to make cumulative and

accurate study and data estimation of the cases and the subsequent follow up. (16)

Data reports collected by different studies showed a frequency higher than the 80% world

wide of injuries in the oral region, taking into account the differences in diagnosis of the

episodes. (16)(17)(18)(19)(20)(21).

In the cases where the teeth affected by the trauma could not be saved or treated, the

implant placement has been accepted widely as a successful functional and aesthetical

treatment option for the long term rehabilitation, when all the requirements were previously

assessed and met. (7)(22)(23)
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The majority of the procedures aim to the osseointegration of the implants and grafts, for a

stable and successful outcome.(13)(24)(25)(26)

To guarantee the long term success, maintenance checkups, periodontitis control and

peri-implantitis prevention, great oral hygiene and control over tobacco and alcohol

consumption have been confirmed to be  all relevant. (4)(7)(23)(27)(28)

Most of the authors reported the end of the growth as a requirement for the implant

placement, even if there is not yet any protocol which prohibits it in really young patients.

(8)(29)(30)(31)(32)

All the reviewed papers agree about the need of a meticulous evaluation in cases of people

affected by systemic diseases with possible drugs interactions. Patients with not controlled

periodontitis, not managed psychosis, bad oral hygiene, heavy smokers and alcohol

consumers, with ongoing chronic treatments with bisphosphonates intravenously,

undergoing to irradiation therapy, some cases of anticoagulant therapy, not stabilized

hypertension, diabetes, presenting a local or systemic infection, the ones suffering from

severe bone atrophy and with chronic or neoplastic disease can present absolute or relative

risks and contraindications for the implant placement. (23)(15)(33)(34)(35)

Titanium alloys and autograft often mixed with bovine xenografts resulted as the materials

mostly implied in the surgeries with high success results. (33)(34)(36)(37)(38)(39)(40)
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7. DISCUSSION

7.1 TRAUMATIC DENTAL INJURIES

Traumatic dental injury (TDI) is considered as fractured, displaced or teeth lost followed by

negative functional and esthetic effects. Additionally, TDI interferes with a patient's life,

speech and appearance quality, as the example shown in the figure 8 below.  (41)

Figure 8- Eight years old boy, ten days after a trauma that

caused luxation and fracture of the central incisors splinted

posteriorly. (42)

Dentoalveolar trauma can be associated with the loss of hard (teeth and bone) and soft

(tissues and mucosa) tissues. (7)

Andreasen can be considered as a reference, thanks to his multiple publications reports

where a high frequency of oral trauma have been described exhibiting two peak incidence in

children: between boys at one to three and ten to twelve, in girls at one to three and

generally at eight to ten years. (1) (42)

Glendor’s review agrees with Andreasen, adding more data. In his study, he reports that one

of three adults had at least one TDI, meanwhile young subjects which suffered one in

permanent dentition are one out of four. (16)(20)

The most common injury to permanent dentition is the anterior upper teeth’s enamel

fracture, followed by enamel and dentine fractures, as the graph below can show in the

figure 9. (1)(41)
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Figure 9- Incidence of oral and non oral injuries report on the left display. On the right, the graph represents

dental injuries frequency in permanent dentition in children of six years old with a 12 years follow up. (20)

Since the maxillary incisors usually protrude and may have inadequate lip coverage, they can

be more prone to those TDI, especially in case of Angle class II division 1 malocclusion. (41) In

those patients the prevention of it can be carried out by preventive and interceptive

orthodontic treatments.

Systemic condition such as even allergic rhinitis, which is one of the major cause of airway

obstruction in children, affecting child’s growth pattern (adenoid and long face syndrome and

mouth breathing) is linked to a higher prevalence of TDI. (41)

Studies showed changes in cranio-facial dimensions during adulthood, also including

eruptive movement of teeth and dento-alveolar changes. (8)(31)

A TDI can lead to ridge atrophies, which can compromise the future treatment success,

functional and aesthetic outcome. The site needs to be managed and assessed periodically
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for years, until the growth and the recovery will be completed. (42) Not all the authors agree

about a certain age to start the definitive treatment, since researchers clinched the concept

of individual variation in growth patterns, where dental and skeletal maturity cannot be

determined at a fixed chronological age for dental implant placement.

Rekhalakshmi’s study and other articles sustain insufficient evidence to affirm that implants

are contraindicated as a treatment in growing children. (8)(31)

On the other hand, most of the authors suggest to respect every single patient’s situation

and growth pattern, to achieve the best result in the long run. (26)(29)(42)

7.2 MECHANICAL COMPONENT OF A TRAUMA

The mechanical components of a TDI are many, and the Australian Dental Journal discussed

and analyzed the trauma physical components and how those affect the obstacle. The

impact’s components that influence the effect on a body depend on its velocity, mass,

direction, shapes, resilience of the force receiver, the point where the energy is applied, the

dispersion and attenuation depending on the materials. Additionally, the energy of the

collision is strictly related to the mass and mainly to the velocity. In episodes of high velocity

and lower mass, the injury will have a major effect on the affected point and usually is less

severe compared to the one where there is an impact with lower velocity and a higher mass.

In those impacts, there will be a greater damage to the surrounding and supporting

structures. Besides, the body’s resilience will be crucial for the distribution of the energy in

the contiguous anatomical structures. When oro-facial traumas take place, teeth are
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protected by the outer anatomical tissues such as the lips, cheeks, muscles. Object’s shape

makes a remarkable difference too.

In addition the skeletal mechanical properties in young children differ from the older

subjects. In adults there is higher mineralization and so, less resiliency.

Fractures generally happen in the weakest point of the body and pre existing defects or

anomalies  can influence the effect of the impact.

Biological factors have shown to directly influence the recovery ability of the tissues post a

traumatic episode. (43)

7.3 HISTOPATHOLOGY OF A TRAUMA

The histopathology of a place exposed to a trauma includes many processes. When a

traumatic episode affects the oro-facial structures, the body will respond by starting different

defensive processes such as hemostasis, inflammatory cascades, proliferation, and

remodeling of the affected structures. The tissue responses will vary in relation to the

stimulus activated by the inflammatory mediators, depending on the presence of an

infection. In occasions of continuous stimulus and infection, the tissue reaction will be worse

and more aggressive, leading to poorer tissue healing and repair.

The peri radicular structures including the periodontal ligament, cementum, proper alveolar

bone, dentogingival junction, all structures rich in mix of mineralized and non-tissues

originating from the dental follicle will be subjected to changes after a TDI. The neutrophils,

lymphocytes, macrophages and osteoclast activation as a physiological response to the

episode can trigger aggressive tissue repair systems, leading to resorptions. The rate and
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amount of cellular response and ingrowths, as much as the bacterial invasion will determine

the gravity of the process. The healing has been shown that is strictly related to the

regenerative potential and the tissues’ cells reaction speed to counter attack the event. In

circumstances of significant alveolar crest loss, major periodontal ligament damage, fibrous

connective tissue might colonize and replace the structures, which will not lead to the

optimal healing.

If the alveolar hard tissue is greatly vascularized, it is easily reachable by the inflammatory

compounds. When the inflammatory response is activated, it will turn on the cytokines

mechanisms that will activate the osteoclastic activity, to take off the damaged hard tissues.

Osteoclast have been proven to be the major responsible of the bone resorption process

since they can digest the mineral matrix present in the bone. The osteoclasts will start to act

only after the osteoid surface layer and non-mineralized collagen have been destroyed.

Moreover, the osteoclast leads the healing of the tissues around the tooth after a TDI. In the

meanwhile, it has a key role in the damage defiance against an infection in the body.

Osteoclastic activity will be responsible for crestal, lateral and apical resorption too. On the

other hand, the osteoblast removes the non-mineralized collagen component.

Bacteria will always have an enormous power and influence over the processes.

The amount of alveolar crest loss subsequent to a trauma will rarely get back to its original

shape. This is due to the different capacity of the connective tissue which will replace the

original structures, without having  the equal osteogenic potential.

Focusing on the gingival health and shape post a TDI, in some incidences the probability of

extensive laceration including the periosteum and the surrounding bone with a subsequent

loss of attachment and recession is probable. The mayor responsible for this process are the
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bacteria. Plaque accumulation and poor oral hygiene are closely related to a worse

prognosis, since those will cause inflammation and so, the proliferation and apical migration

of the junctional epithelium, creating a periodontal pocket. Due to this, the underneath

tissues which should be protected by the gingiva, will be exposed.

In cases of bone-sequestrum formation, the chances of permanent loss of structure are

elevated. (43)

7.4 POST TRAUMA IMPLANT PLACEMENT

In TDI many different situations can follow, and the teeth can be affected and react in many

ways. Regular clinical and radiological follow ups after the accident are required to establish

the best prognosis. Not all the collisions can be easily cured and in some circumstances the

treatment plan will lead at some point to an implant replacement to guarantee the best

aesthetic and function for the masticatory system of the patient.

Researchers showed that when a TDI happens and teeth are involved, the pulp is often

affected and it can react over time in different ways.

Where the crown is involved and the pulp is affected, the response can include locally an

inflammation, followed by granulation tissue proliferation or necrosis with or without an

abscess.

If the collision causes a luxation with root fracture, the pulp and the periodontium will react

to try to save the tooth. Optimal conditions such as blood supply and bacteria free

environment would be helpful. In clashes including concussion or subluxation, the pulp is

unusually  affected.
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Fibroblasts are the preponderant unit in the pulp, and as the inflammation takes place

activating cytokines, those will stimulate the fibroblast activating the repairing mechanism.

This can trigger many reactions in the host.

Often lateral luxation or extrusion cause calcification of the pulp canal. On the other hand,

when there is a drastic dislodgement, pulp necrosis will follow, since the neurovascular

system around it has been compromised. It might result in a blood clot formation with

bacteria accumulation in situ, kept on by an ischemic reaction prone to infections. A

granulation tissue proliferation takes over, generating a chronic inflammation. Situations of

permanent root development affected by an ongoing pulp necrosis will compromise the

extension process and will not help the healing process in cases of fractures. External or

internal resorption might follow. The processes that take place in a tooth after a trauma can

vary, mainly consisting in pulp healing, calcification or necrosis. Monitoring the traumatic

area is essential since teeth loss is possible. Avulsion injuries are proven to be the one with

the worst prognosis due to a notable damage to the periodontal fibers and detrimental

consequences of the time passed out of the socket, frequently with an inadequate storage

medium. The replanted ones can present later ankylosis and external resorption and likewise

in severe injuries where the loss of attachment and marginal bone are drastically affected,

regular follow up are recommended. Repeated trauma over those susceptible structures

should be taken into account in malocclusions or bruxist patients. In any case, the first

attempt should always include the most conservative treatment option. (43)
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In incidents where a conservative management is not possible, for example in TDI with

avulsions and follow ups of other severe injuries, implants are included in the treatment plan

to restore the missing teeth.

7.5 TEMPORARY SOLUTIONS PRE IMPLANT PLACEMENT

When the patient's situation does not permit the implantation or the requirements for it are

not yet all fulfilled, temporary solutions that can optimize the future treatment have to be

applied. Temporary bridges, space maintainers and provisional restorations can help to keep

the space and lead to gum and soft tissue healing and shaping for a better prognosis.

The goals of provisional restoration include keeping the position of the adjacent teeth,

preventing migrations, rotations or extrusions, preservation of the periodontal health,

reshaping the soft tissue and papillae, ensuring the proper phonation, mastication and

aesthetic.

Depending on the number of missing teeth, there can be placed single tooth provisional

rather than fixed partial dentures with pontics. Those can be direct if prepared chair side or

indirect if prepared by the laboratory. Materials such as self-curing acrylic resin, self-curing

composite resin, polycarbonate, cellulose acetate or aluminum, prefabricated crown can be

used.

7.6 AGE RELATED GUIDELINES FOR IMPLANT PLACEMENT: YOUNG PATIENTS

There are no official rigid guidelines related to a fixed chronological age for an implant

placement.
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For a successful prognosis, the skeletal maturation should be taken into account and it can be

accessed by the help of hand wrist radiographs or cephalometric analysis. (8)

Studies showed that if an implant is placed in a young growing child or teenager, the alveolar

ridge continues the development, while the implant itself will behave as an ankylosed tooth.

So the immediate surrounding of the implant will not take part in the physiological process

which can lead to complications such as aesthetic ones, especially in the anterior sector and

functional one too. On the other hand, authors suggest that when the germ of permanent

teeth is not present, the follow up treatment should focus on the early implant placement to

help the competition of the skeletal growth. Meanwhile, cases of early implantation in boys

younger than 17 years old and girls younger than 15 in the maxillary anterior sector, the risk

of implant located too low in the jaw is present, leading to unsatisfactory results. Moreover,

long term deep location of implants can lead to non aesthetic outcomes and early

peri-implant infection, as shown in the table of figure 10, including other outcomes.

Additionally, the surgeon has to be careful during the operation while suturing the area

which might interfere with the transverse growth; so implantation should be performed far

away from the axis. When the patient is still in a period of active growth, treatment

alternatives such as single crowns or removable or fixed partial denture able to self-adjust

three dimensions that do not interfere with the growth should be selected. (44)

In the literature there are many proves about the growth of a child that can lead to changes

in the dentition and jaw, except for the area around the implant leading then to the
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infra-occlusion of the implant-supported prosthesis, creating complications for the patient.

(8)

Figure 10- Resume of a systematic review by Rekhalakshmi Kamatha and colleagues where the effects of early implant

placement are reported. (8)

Not many articles followed the same objective criteria for measuring the success rates and

evaluations such as the one proposed for adults by Albrekttson and Buser. (8)

7.7 IMPLANTS AND SYSTEMIC CONDITIONS

Moreover, life’s expectancy is increasing in the world and so, also polymedicated patients

which are affected by multiple systemic diseases that can be complicated to manage.

Likewise, in women a non-controlled osteoporosis is considered as a risk factor for the

success of an implant placement. This illness causes a negative bone turnover leading to

bone reduction and bone quality changes. Bone mineral density (BMD) should be calculated

previously to have a precise estimation. A low BMD can increase the chances of fractures and

traumas. Furthermore, studies take into account the possible relationship between

osteoporosis and periodontal disease. There are many disagreements related to osteoporosis

relationships with an increased risk of implant failures and periodontitis, so further studies

would help to clarify the contraindications. (35)
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Besides, aging is related to systemic diseases complications which can convey to muscles and

bone weaknesses, loss of balance and an increased risk of falls and traumas.

All those aspects should be taken into consideration in the moment of planning treatments

and the follow ups.

7.8 PERIODONTITIS: A RISK FACTOR

The periodontitis as a risk factor for the failure of implant placement have been investigated.

Doctor AlJehani in a review article highlighted the periodontitis and how it can seriously

affect the success of surgeries implying bone grafting, implant placing and the long term

success. This is the reason why a meticulous periodontal study of the patient should be

performed afore the establishment of the treatment plan since it is a risk factor for the

failure of an implant.

There are many risk factors that are linked to periodontitis which can affect and influence the

choice of implant placement, such as plaque accumulation and poor oral hygiene, leading to

periodontal pockets. Additionally, tobacco can compromise the gingival health in many ways,

thus the patients should be warned, so they should decrease the consumption to enhance

the implant long term success. As well, poor controlled diabetes has been proven to lead to a

poor prognosis. Forbye periodontitis can enhance risks and effects of cardiovascular

disorders. Also stress and hormonal imbalances can increase the severity of periodontally

compromised soft tissues. Many drugs, including antihypertensives, narcotics used as

analgesics, sedatives, antihistamines, antimetabolites, sugar-rich liquid or chewable drug
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composition, anticonvulsants, calcium antagonists, cyclosporine can induce to xerostomia,

gingival hyperplasia, periodontal disorder. Obesity and a diet deprived of calcium and vitamin

C can also increase the chances of suffering from oral infections. In various conditions, where

the host has poor response to bacterial or viral aggression, an augmented risk of implant

failure  will be perceived too. (28)

7.9 SURGERY PROCEDURE RISKS

Dentistry such as medicine in general is known as not error free science. Since there is still a

notable human presence in the treatments of the patients by doctors which are human

beings, a failure risk during or due to the procedure should also be included in the

evaluations. Even if each practitioner will always try his/her best to not provoke harm to the

patients, iatrogenic incidents and errors can happen. Those can be related to the

practitioners, to the environment, or the situation itself which can be challenging and in

those cases the doctor will evaluate the situation, if it is worth to accept risks, always aiming

to the best for the patient.

Dentists can cause undesired and unwanted iatrogenic traumas in different occasions such as

during an extraction in the surrounding structures and teeth, throughout a post removal in

endodontic treated teeth, in the course of conservative treatments, performing and

endodontic treatment or through orthodontic treatments.

Traumatic episodes or incidents are challenging , thus error free surgeries and procedures

might be unavoidable.
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This is the reason why a detailed examination and evaluation should be previously

performed, to increase the success chances and diminish the procedures failure risks. (45)

7.10 RETAINED TOOTH OR ROOT POST TRAUMA

Periodic follow up can be crucial for a successful outcome of a treatment after a trauma.

Steiner and his team have shown that retained teeth and roots preserve the associate

alveolar ridge, which can be relevant for a future implant placement, achieving higher

esthetic and functional outcomes. His studies revealed that retained root segments appear

to be able to maintain well the height and width of the alveolar ridge, preventing the

resorption’s side effects of those challenging cases.

So, keeping the fragment in situ might help the ridge to fully develop vertically. (42)

This treatment option may be included in long term treatment plans for growing children.

7.11 DENTAL IMPLANT PLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS

To guarantee a long term successful implant placement, all the requirements should be

assessed previously.

Taking a step back, the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey of the US

published in 2015 found 52% of adults aged 20-64 had lost one or more permanent teeth.

In partially and fully edentulous patients, the endosseous dental implants are a long term

great treatment option.

Implants gained a lot of success in the last years, but they shouldn’t be considered always

the only and first treatment option for everyone, and it should always be clear to the
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patients that implants don’t last forever, and patient’s collaboration is crucial for the best

prognosis in the long term.

Bijukumar and his colleagues assess the major factors associated with the failure of the

implants which can be either biological or mechanical such as peri-implantitis, degradation of

the material and or the bone surrounding it, the implant design, the bone density and

patient condition’s play a relevant role. (39)

For the success and full functioning of an implant, osseointegration is one of the keys. (24)

(25) Additionally, the factors that dictate bone formation around the implant includes the

materials, the design, biomechanical factors, surface charge, chemistry and topography. (39)

The patient's health condition, the bone and periodontal quality play a key role in the

implant success. (39)

Traumas follow up can help and those will permit the election of the most suitable treatment

for each patient.

In cases where teeth have been exposed to traumas and they present complications such as

root internal or external resorption or instability due to the past traumas implying

crown/root fractures without a complex or compromised surrounding, the extraction of the

tooth can be followed by an early definitive treatment.

Authors sustain the success of immediate implant placement and restoration to reduce the

appointments, improve the patient’s comforts and more importantly limit the bone and soft
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tissues resorption, an example is presented in the figure 11. This treatment plan option is

sensible to a correct and precise planning and execution. The protocol might include before,

during and after implant placement procedures such as connective tissues grafts. To

guarantee the success of the procedure, the protocol should be applied meticulously. The

steps to follow include the provisional restoration of the tooth that will be replaced, an

atraumatic extraction will be strictly necessary, a surgical guide will be helpful, followed by

an initial stability above 35 Ncm torque, followed by a great three dimensional bone packing,

a customized abutment delivery, a provisional reline and connective tissue grafts which can

be taken for example from the tuberosity (TCTGs) before, during and after the procedure,

depending on the case. (13) (38)

Figure 11- On the left the extraction of a left central incisor and on the right, the immediate implant replacement. (38)

Cone-Beam computed tomography (CBCT) before and after the procedure is helpful to

decide the best treatment options and it permits the evaluation of the follow up period.

Digital impressions techniques can be helpful in the process too, as so digitally planned

surgical stent. (46).
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Authors sustaining the success of immediate implant placement evaluates also the need or

not of the grafts and the possible materials that should be used to get a successful outcome.

(38)

7.12 ATRAUMATIC EXTRACTION

In cases of teeth that suffered previous past traumas and need a replacement by an implant,

the protocol’s step aiming an atraumatic extraction is fundamental, whenever possible. The

goal consists in conserving as much the coronal bone, limiting bone resorption and achieving

a high and predictable result. To do so, no instrument should be placed between the crestal

bone and the root. In case of multi radicular teeth, the procedure will consist in cutting

vertically the root in the middle by a diamond bur to create and internal trough that will lead

to the extraction of the first half firstly and the second more easily , or opening apically an

opening to place there the instruments or by using special instruments to retain the root in

uni radicular teeth. A post can be then be screwed into the root, pulling it out by a lever arm.

(46)

7.13 GRAFTS and MEMBRANES

A treatment plan posterior to a TDI affecting the place where the implant should be placed,

needs to take into account the possible application of grafts types, according to each case.

There are many different types of grafts and membranes.

Researches sustain and suggest the application of grafts in cases where the jumping distance

is bigger than two millimeters. The jumping distance is defined as the residual space
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between the implant and the socket walls. In occasions of smaller gaps, the graft placement

is not strictly necessary neither it reports a higher or different success rate evaluating the

peri implant hard and soft tissues follow ups.

Grafts and barrier material purpose to regenerate and maintain the hard and soft tissues in

situ. Autogenous, demineralized or not free dried bone allograft, hydroxyapatites,

polytetrafluoroethylene and connective tissue membranes can be applied. (38)

The autogenous bone graft or self-graft is often mentioned by researchers as the gold

standard thanks to the absence of immunological reactions, with the limitation of the

morbidity that limits the use of it. (11)(13)(38)(39)(40) Autogenous grafts are

osteoconductive, osteoinductive, osteogenic, biocompatible, cost-effective, and readily

available.

Different donor sites, membranous or endochondral, regional or distant can be selected.

Those insertions can vary in the embryology, histological and mechanical properties of each.

The block is a solid piece of cortical within a core of cancellous bone. (13) The donor site

election varies depending on expected donor site morbidity, also on the bone resorption

rate. Single and localized defects will not require a large amount of grafting, by contrast in

sizable facial trauma where a notable bone loss is present, more grafting material will be

required. Moreover, risks related to intraoral grafts harvesting should be considerate such as

relevant morbidity, the resorption and the oral exposures. This is the reason why the donor

site and the procedure should be meticulously programmed. The failure and complication of

the intra and post-operative phases should also be taken into account. (11)
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Systematic literature reviews confirmed evidence of bone gain and high success rates in

cases of lateral atrophic ridges regenerated by intraoral bone grafts. (11)(47)

In the table (Figure 11) are presented the results of a study focused on autologous grafting

from the zygomatic crest, mandible’s ramus or symphysis, anterior sinus walls and the iliac

crest. (11)

Allogeneic grafts are extracted from the same species’ groups. In studies performed on

humans they are harvested from cadavers with different genetic heritage. It is considered to

be biocompatible and it will not report the complications of the autologous donor’s site

graft. Studies confirm that the morbidity and the risk of immune reactions are minimized by

processes such as freeze-drying or freezing with or without demineralization process. They

are available in licensed tissue banks. (11)(13)

Xenografts materials derive from animals such as cows or horses, after being refined

removing completely the organic component. Those can be utilized for small defects such as

a tooth’s socket scaling. The risk of the recipient site rejection would be diminished by

treating previously the grafts, minimizing the immune reaction. (11)(13)

The application of anorganic bovine bone is gaining popularity in cases of vertical and

horizontal augmentation, sinus lifting and post extraction cavity filling. (34)

In cases of immediate implant placement, authors suggest the application of xenograft which

can be used pre implant placement to fill the gaps, meanwhile the TCTG should be placed

fully and circumferentially to get a physiological effect of the soft tissue phenotype.

Parameters of the intracrevicular marginal location, soft tissue support and health,

interproximal contacts and papilla, aesthetic and functional should be all considered. (46)
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Alloplastic grafts are synthetic materials composed by phosphates and bioactive glasses that

help to give a physical mesh for bone grafting procedures. Those can be combined with other

compounds.

Titanium and its alloys are considered as gold standard for the implants. (39)
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In the past other materials have been used such as gold, stainless steel, cobalt chromium and

others alloys.

The titanium is still considered a popular alloplastic material that is often used in surgeries

for the great properties that it showed. It is either used as pure or in alloys. Layers of

titanium dioxide form spontaneously in air and water as it is a non-noble metal. This material

has been used to create implants since it allows many compressive and shearing forces to be

transferred to the surrounding bone and structures well. Theories sustain that thanks to the

oxide layer or a thin film of surrounding tissue’s ground substances rich in proteoglycans and

glycosaminoglycans on the titanium implant will help to create a great surface interaction

with the surrounding structures. The proteoglycans behave as fillers within the biological

tissues, binding molecules for cations and water, meanwhile the glycosaminoglycans behave

as adhesion molecules of the cell surface. The actual chemical bonding between bone and

titanium is still investigated. (24)

Bone morphogenic proteins (BMP) are recently gaining popularity, those are a group of

cytokines able to stimulate the patient’s osteogenic pathways achieving new bone formation.

Authors focus their application on groups belonging to the transforming growth factors (TFG)

family of proteins such as the BMPs and BMP 2 and 7. Those are able to interact with the

specific cell surface receptor leading to osteoblasts differentiation. Studies reported the

success of the application of BMPs and BMP-2 in the continuity defects of both maxilla or

mandible post traumatic or pathological conditions. Researchers focusing on the application

of the recombinant human BMP (rhBMP-2) achieved adequate bone restoration in the defect
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sites, as presented as an example in the figure 13. The implementation of absorbable

collagen sponge (ACS) has been applied in some cases to create a collagen scaffold. The ACS

helps during the healing stage by allowing the slow release of the BMP, preventing the

releasing of those in the bloodstream which can cause systemic toxicity. The structure can be

reinforced by a titanium mesh plate which can provide rigid support. It is proven that

patients presenting allergies to bovine type I collagen are not candidates for the use of

rhBMP-2. (13)(36)(48)

To diminish the complication of the grafted sites, studies proved that the application of

resorbable or non-resorbable membranes can help. (13)

Barrier membranes’ role is to prevent the ingrowth of non-osteogenic cells coming from the

surroundings and overlying mucosa. Moreover, they will lead to the ingrowth of angiogenic

and osteogenic cells from the marrow space. The implication of membranes is indicated in

cases of immediate or delayed extraction socket defects, bone dehiscence defects apically to

the implant, lateral or vertical ridge augmentation or sinus floor elevation with or without
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ridge augmentation. The use of different types of membranes such as absorbable or not, or

such as occlusive or not is debated in many studies, and it will depend on many factors. The

barrier should be adapted to the bone contours. (50) In cases of lateral and vertical ridge

augmentation cases, a stiffer membrane will avoid the collapse, and in any case the

underneath solid structure should be ensured previous to the placement. (51) Membranes

can be reinforced by titanium-reinforced expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (e-PTFE)

membranes or miniscrews or pins or even recent studies apply the use of self-reinforced

polyglycolide membranes. (51)

Furthermore, studies report less bone resorption in cases of the application of titanium mesh

over the onlay osseous grafting, leading to stabilization and graft protection. According to

further studies, the titanium mesh’s holes are appreciated since they allow the blood supply

much more compared to other membrane’s designs. (49) The mesh firmly stabilized by the

titanium screws will guarantee and aim to a great primary closure which is a critical step to

guarantee the success of the grafting procedure. (40)

All types of membrane can be subjected to infections and failure themselves. (13)

Other complications can happen such as soft tissue dehiscence with a subsequent

membrane exposure, displacement of the membrane during the wound closure, the partial

or total collapse of the membrane itself. Incision techniques, flap design and a specific study

of each case will improve the predictability of the intervention and tissue healing. (50)
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Grafting complications may occur as the loosening and resorption of the graft itself,

infections or interaction with closeby anatomical structures.

7.14 BONE AUGMENTATION

Reconstruction and restoration of the place that suffered trauma to achieve high functional

and aesthetic results for the patient is the aim of surgeons and dentists.

In cases of atrophic alveolar crests or alveolar defects, the treatment can be challenging.

The bone augmentation approach aims to a successful implant placement. The procedure

should be performed simultaneously or separately for implant placement.

There are various techniques such as the split crest technique, onlay with autograft one,

guided bone regeneration with or without the membrane, vertical ridge augmentation sinus

floor elevation or grafting or Le Fort I osteotomy. Frequently the staged guided technique is

applied including the transplantation of the autologous bone, reinforcing it by mechanical

support. Authors suggest that this procedure should be applied in cases of a severe alveolar

ridge atrophy and cases of residual maxillary bone less than 5 mm, measuring from the sinus

floor up to the alveolar crest. (11) The minimum required volume of bone for complete

circumferential coverage of the implants should be 4 mm horizontally and 7 mm vertically.

Membrane’s goal will be creation and maintenance of the space under it to lead to the

development of new forming bone. An excess of soft tissue pressure in the area surrounding

the graft and membrane should be avoided to avoid the membrane to collapse, leading to a

treatment failure. (51)

Authors suggest in some cases the use of autogenous graft that can be collected from the

recipient site’s apical cortical bone or rather from the implant’s placement osteotomy
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procedure. The graft can be mixed with calcium sulfate powder and saline and placed over

the defect, it will be held in place and covered up by a titanium mesh and screws as shown in

the picture below in figure 14. The blood supply and irrigation has a crucial influence in those

processes. To achieve so, periosteal releasing should be performed.

Figure 14- Titanium mesh placed over the graft to ensure it.

(49)

If the augmentation takes place as expected, a second surgery will take place to place the

implant and an evaluation of a secondary bone grafting will take place in the meanwhile. (40)

Clinical studies demonstrated cases where the residual bone allows the implant insertion

with primary stability and optimal implant position, where the implant placement and the

ridge augmentation can take place simultaneously. (14)

8. CONCLUSION

The reviewed studies miss an agreed protocol related to the data collection and

manipulation regarding the TDI. A meticulous worldwide diagnostic protocol to define and

classify the TDI is needed, to permit the calculation of precise data reports. It should include

a diagnosis performed by instructed health care workers and those studies should be implied

to stipulate a detailed prevention program. The TDI is recognized as one of the worldwide

most common accidents. Therefore the prevention can lead to decrease the number and
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increase the awareness, moreover it can increase the information related to the treatments

and restoring possibilities. (16)(42)

Studies are required to agree on a efficacious protocol of action for each case.

Depending on the basic requirements, implant placement has shown to guarantee a great

long term success for the functional and aesthetic rehabilitation in most of the cases and

studies.

Graft types, techniques and materials are continuously evolving, aiming to find the more

suitable for each surgery and further investigations are required to determine if any protocol

can work in the majority of cases. More research is required to increase the efficiency and

developments of many materials that are required in the surgeries which should aim to be

more sustainable, available and accessible in daily practices.

Further investigations are required to establish and determine if there is an age correlation

for the implant placement time in growing patients.

9. RESPONSABILITY

In most of the countries, the costs of the treatments posterior to minor or major traumatic

episodes are not affordable by the patients themselves.

Health care providers should find a compromise and the goal in the future should aim to

make everyone access to basic oral and health treatment worldwide.

.

A person’s smile can affect the health, the social life and the career perspective of a person.

In some cases, a surgery can make and have a perceptible impact on the patient’s life.
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A basic protocol which can be offered and applied to everyone to satisfy the basic functional

and aesthetic needs should be agreed.

Graft bone materials banks should be improved, as so the efficiency of those products.

Moreover, the sustainability of the materials implied in the treatments and surgeries that

follow traumatic injuries should focus to be economically and environmentally sustainable

for the world and for the patient.
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